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About This Game

You're the Stranger, a bounty hunter on a mission to find the Legendary Lost Treasure.

To complete the quest, you must explore all the lands that surround you to find the four pieces of map which will give you
access into the Golden Valley.

Along the way you will have to defeat many enemies and retain their gold and useful items to increase your abbilities so that you
might survive the perils.

Once the map is complete, you will then make your way to the golden Valley to find the Legendary Lost Treasure.

But wait! You are not alone in the quest! There are other gunmans know of this lost treasure. Be the first to complete the quest!

Moreover, you are bound to encounter the dangerous Werewolfs, who wander the land. So, beware of this creatures during a full
moon!

Good luck stranger!

Gunman Tales is an old-school action adventure game for 1-4 players set in the wild west and inspired by the legendary game
from Amiga Moonstone: A Hard Days Knight and Cabal
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Let the Adventure begin!
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Title: Gunman Tales
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
FobTi interactive
Publisher:
 FobTi interactive
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8

Processor: 1.8 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/s 4xx or Equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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pros
-very arcade-ish style, fast and fun
-cover is awesome and immersive, as are the environments
-not sure why everyone else has that bad of performance, gtx970\/i7 3770 and it has occasional judder, but nothing I hardly
even notice
-game is super cheap for what you get, even now in EA

cons
-need more enemy types
-need more guns
-need to modify grenade (without taking away the distance you can throw them) and possibly gun manipulation mechanics
(when other weapons are added to select)

recommendation: buy it now if you like arcade shooters. oh♥♥♥♥♥♥m8 dayum this wasssss ♥♥♥♥♥♥a♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
mans, buys thiss now plz yesssss. I expected an update. I didn't really want to play the game literally at any other moment,
considering I thought it was already horrible and was literally a generic flash game. I recieved nothing in return.

It's also a scam. Game breaking bugs. If you skip conversations you get stuck and have to restart completely or from a save
game.
- Rather dull and unfunny conversations..
- Choices do not matter at all
- Can't skip cutscenes. First of all, the description of this game is misleading. It's not a puzzle game, there is no brainwork
involved at all. It's about mouse control. You have to move the dot to the exit without touching the borders. That's it.

The achievements are ridiculous. It would make sense for this game to base achievements on win streaks, but no, you get one for
each level regardless of whether you win, lose or even attempt it. The nature of the game means that it's actually much quicker
to get the achievements by instantly FAILING. That's where we are with achievements now - failure is an achievement.

So let's ignore the achievement situation for now, and look at whether this game does actually present a challenge. There are 100
achievements, so there must be increasing challenge for 100 levels, right? Wrong. You get an extra "wall" for every 5 wins
streak. The trouble is, it tops out at 5 walls maximum, so by level 20 you've seen everything the game has to offer. The most
annoying thing is that this is the point where it starts to get (slightly) challenging! It does keep track of your personal best win
streak so in theory you can chase that. However, there's really no point in doing so due to the low difficulty plateau.

Value\/play time? Well, if you play it properly and win 100 levels (the last 80 of them being basically the same) then you'll get
30 minutes out of it. If you're just in it for the achievements then you can easily get a 100 loss streak within 10 minutes and
clean them all up. If this was intended as achievement fodder then why not give it the maximum number allowed, whatever that
number is these days? But it even fails at that really.

On the plus side, the app is stable; graphics are pleasant enough; UI is simple, functional and unobtrusive; screen resolution is
windowed or full with wide variety and goes up to 1920x1200 (thank you). It even runs flawlessly on Proton (Linux).

In the end, I wouldn't call it a fake game - I've seen much worse - but it's borderline. I wouldn't recommend it, unless you just
want the cheevos. The most fun I got out of it was writing this review.

Comments are open, if you have anything to say.. This is good Game. No \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t.
The Grafik is not the best. The sound is not perfect. But u get a real Game for 3 Euro.. Designy looking shmup with tedious
gameplay? Returned, there are too many.. My personal favourite game ever.

- A very alive and breathing open world
- Genuinely funny dialog and story
- Extremely entertaining combat
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Only bad thing is that it is optimized badly for newer systems. Though recently I haven't had any problems it has happened in
the past. This is a game everyone should play at least once

10\/10. I'm not going to sugarcoat this the game plays like♥♥♥♥♥and when using a controller the buttons aren't mapped right
you even have to use the left stick to navigate the menu even if you use a xbox controller the inputs are displayed as playstation
inputs in the end I had to plug my ps4 arcade stick in to make it somewhat playable. If your new to guilty gear just skip this your
not going to miss anything
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I'm quite a fan of tower defense games and I found that Ancient Planet somehow managed to feel unique enough to hold my
interest right to the end. There is some grinding but I felt that it wasn't too much and that repeating a level over and over again
had more to do with the fact that I needed to refine my strategy. It has been quite a while since I've played the game and it
appears that a number of refinements have been made and are still being made, which is great to see in a game that has been out
for this long. At this price, it's certainly worth the money.. im 14 and this game represents our broken society on a deeper
meaning all us kids do is go on our phones and not enjoy the world for the way it is we are such dissapointments to the past
generations who worked for us to be here right now ugh i hate my parents >:((((. Please add more new map!
Tks <3. nostalgia feeling. It's really interesting! u can only express urself by ur left hand... but i don't know how to express
myself actually... it's really embarrassing when u do a wrong gesture in wrong time.... A good platformer. To complete the game,
you will need to react quickly. The graphics are beautiful and pleasant.

Update Patch Notes - July 23, 2018:

The following updates have been implemented:. Update Patch Notes - Jun 6, 2018:

The following updates have been implemented:. Numgeon, my NEW game, is coming soon!:

Hi folks!

The Steam page of my new game, NUMGEON, is now live.

Numgeon is tiny, retro styled, highly-addictive and fast paced clicker game.

"Click your way through the darkest dungeons with your mighty heroes!
Slay the monsters, collect gold and gain new upgrades as you progress. Are your fast fingers ready?"

If you like what you see, please, add the game to your wishlist. :)

cheers,
FobTi

https://store.steampowered.com/app/990640/Numgeon. Gunman Tales Finally Leaves Early Access!:
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Hooray! The release of Gunman Tales is here!. Update Patch Notes - July 5, 2018:

The following updates have been implemented:. They Came From the Sky is OUT NOW!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1066940/They_Came_From_the_Sky

Have fun, folks! :). Update Patch Notes - August 1, 2018:
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The following updates have been implemented:. Update Patch Notes - August 13, 2018:

The following updates have been implemented:
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